
  



 
We are BioScience International.  
 
We are leaders in understanding healing and regenerating health.  
    
We are experts in the field of bioavailability and have recently invented several delivery mechanisms that 
provide unparalleled absorption.  
 
We specialize in restoring the electromagnetism of the body through the tangible science of using oils, 
minerals, herbs and live active proteins to restore the body to its fullest potential. 
 
We have created a synergistic line designed to work on conditions that modern science -- to this point -- 
has had no comprehensive solutions for:  

 STD's 
 Auto Immune Conditions 
 MRSA 
 Chronic inflammation 
 Neurological disorders 
 And much more… 

 

Leaders in Bio-Absorption: 
 

The supplements you take are only as powerful as your body’s ability to absorb them. 
 
Our proprietary technology enables us to understand the dynamic interaction of herbs, minerals 
and proteins in your body for targeted, maximum absorption. We are the first to have 
encapsulated herbs, oils, and live active enzymes in a softgel.  

 

 

 



Bioscience Advantages: 
 
Oil, Electricity, Vitality 

• Superior absorption with Lyposomal Delivery (Alcohol, Oil, Herbs) in a Softgel. 
• Causal Nutrition – Awakening the body’s wisdom directly. 
• Targeting electro-chemical messengering systems. 
• Full spectrum support.  

Liver & Brain First: 
Many health practitioners have forgotten the basic science that the liver MUST be functioning well 
for the Immune System to be able to stand strong. Therefore, unknowingly, they've adopted a 
pattern of prescribing numerous supplements to patients and clients without addressing the liver 
mechanism first.  Many of these products are single ingredients, claimed to be the  “missing link,”  
"super potency," single herb, vitamin or mineral that your body ‘needs’ and is lacking.  
 
The problem with taking isolated compounds is that the liver does not thrive on one compound 
alone, nor is its absorption mechanism geared toward single compounds. The liver relies on an 
integral balance for both proper absorption and restoration in order to produce all the chemicals 
your body needs to function healthily. 
 
If your body is deficient in a compound or overproducing inflammation, then you are surely having a 
liver problem.  
  
The liver is the master cleaner of the blood and much more. If your filter is dirty then and only then 
will you have inflammation. Inflammation and poor circulation are the fundamental cause of all 
sickness.  
 
A poor functioning brain is a direct reflection of a poor functioning liver.  The brain relies directly on 
the nutrients and food provided by the filtration system of the liver.  
 
By truly addressing the multi -layered repair of the liver, the brain will then begin to automatically 
reward you by functioning properly.  

Preventative and Healing 
Our lines are helpful for both alleviating chronic conditions as well as improving overall levels of 
wellness.  
 
We are presenting both new approaches to healing as well as formulas that solidify the science of 
our approaches.  Our formulas are a fusion of eastern and western medicine.  
 
Our formulations are based on a comprehensive perspective of what is causing conditions in our 
bodies that have been resistant to healing for generations. These factors are combined distortions 
that effect the fundamental electromagnetic, chemical life force innate to the body. We address 
these factors directly, which enable us to bring you solutions that have not existed before.  
 



 
UNLEASH THE POWER OF YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM 

 
 ADVANTAGES  

 Superior alcohol, oil, & herb mechanism* 
 Anti-inflammatory plus immune boosting* 
 Full spectrum, mushrooms, oils, herbs, & minerals* 
 Liver-brain targeting for root healing of immune system* 
 Designed for both chronic and preventative* 

Mushrooms are the great warriors the body needs to fight off all viruses, bacteria and 
pathogens that attack us. Mushrooms are expert survivalists that grow in the most 
challenging conditions. They are mineral rich, incredibly potent, immune-boosting 
organisms, able to easily fight off the harshest pathogens and bacteria.* 

Immune Force works because the supremely advanced Liposomal delivery system of Oils, 
Alcohol, Herbs and Mushrooms penetrates deeply into the attackers to destroy their 
takeover. When dealing with immune challenges, you need the most powerful formula in an 
advanced delivery mechanism. Immune force is that formula.* 
 



 
 

When dealing with immune challenges you need the most powerful formula in an 
advanced delivery mechanism. IMMUNE FORCE is that formula. 
 

WHAT IMMUNE FORCE DOES FOR THE LIVER AND BRAIN 
 
IMMUNE FORCE, unlike any other supplement has a delivery mechanism of herbs, alcohol and 
oil in a soft-gel. This combination can heat and penetrate congested liver pathways to remove 
inflammation, trapped minerals and fats from the liver, clear bile ducts and help restore the liver 
and brain. IMMUNE FORCE can then feed directly to the cells clinically studied immune-
boosting nutrients to help with dormant infections in the liver and body. 
 

IMMUNE FORCE MAY BE BENEFICIAL FOR: 
 
• Arthritis, Inflammation, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome* 
• Allergies, Asthma, Psoriasis* 
• All Immune & Auto Immune Challenges - Including "Incurable Viruses" (HIV, HPV, 
   Herpes, Hepatitis,)* 
• Chron's, IBS, Liver and Gallbladder Disease* 
• Parasitic Infestations, Chronic UTI, Yeast Infections* 
• Lymphoma, Leukemia, Cystic Fibrosis, Lupus, MS* 
• Artery Blockages, Capillary Weaknesses, Circulatory Dysfunction, Cataracts* 

 
PROPRIETARY BLENDED OIL DELIVERY MECHANISM  

 For unprecedented bioavailability. 
 

CHINESE HERBS  
 For heat-generating and circulatory enhancement. 

 
IMMUNE-ENHANCING MUSHROOMS  

 Immune-enhancing mushrooms help to quickly fight off illness and repair tissue. 
 



 

EXPERIENCE THE PURITY OF HEALTHY DETOX 

    

ADVANTAGES 

• Lyposomal delivery 
• Live-active-proteins and fermented greens for restoration and rejuvenation* 
• Mineral replenishment for optimal healthy detox* 

A healthy liver is the key to optimal functioning and vital living. Everything you intake, 
including food, drink and even the air you breathe, must be processed by your liver. Liver 
Strength is a breakthrough in liver health and science. Using our patent-pending bioactive-
proteins and fermented bioavailable minerals, encased in liposomal oils, Liver Strength may 
help strip the liver of toxins and simultaneously repair its function. The bioactive proteins and 
targeted electrolytes found in Liver Strength are the primary components for cellular 
regeneration.* 

With a healthy functioning liver, your blood and brain are free to receive the minerals and 
electrolytes needed to bring you energy, optimal health and wellness.* 



 
 

     

A NATURAL DETOX AND REPLENISHER 
 
Liver Strength is for bathing the cells with electrolytes and stripping off old particles from the 
night before that were left over from die off reactions from the natural detoxification processing 
centers of the body, especially the liver. 

Liver Strength is for repairs and detoxification that naturally occur in the morning from the 
overnight programming of the body’s mechanism to prepare for daily functioning. 

You can think of it as a processing portal placed into the body for liver detoxification and 
support throughout the day. 

If your heat is maintained throughout the night, this formula will function properly. It will 
ensure proper utilization by the body’s mechanism that prepares for multiple functions and 
activities throughout the day. If, however, your body has lost its heat throughout the night 
through restlessness, illness, digestive issues, or hallucinatory patterns in dreams, this formula is 
best taken in the afternoon when the body has had time to calm the liver from the overnight 
heat expulsion. 
 



 

 
BENEFITS OF LIVER STRENGTH 
 
Liver Strength is designed to bring you to the next level of health and wellness in order to better 
perform all basic functions each day. It will help you understand that your unhealthy liver 
patterns can cause you great mental distress. Its purpose is to calm your liver patterns to the 
point of repairing the signaling pathways to the neurons that control mental patterns. It can 
help you keep your mind clear so that you may function at a higher rate of efficiency. It is helpful 
to think of Liver Strength as a digestive aid for the mind, while the body uses it as a processing 
detoxification protocol. Most importantly, it helps strengthen the liver’s connection to clearing 
the blood for minerals and electrolytes so that they may travel properly throughout the 
pathways and veins. 

 
LIVER STRENGTH MAY BE BENEFICIAL FOR: 
 
• Repairing the liver’s natural detoxification mechanism* 
• Enhancing electrolyte, mineral, and enzyme function* 
• Raising energy levels in a balanced way* 
• Calming agitated mental stress patterns* 
• Alleviating chronic fatigue and arthritis* 
• Boosting your immunity* 
• Helping with ADHD and addictions* 
• Supporting weight loss* 
 



 
  ADVANCEMENT OF FISH OIL SCIENCE 

 
ADVANTAGES  

• The only fish oil with live active proteins and probiotic spores* 
• Oil blend intended for multiple body systems* 
• Fermented minerals and probiotic spores for chemical-electrical interaction* 

More than just a fish oil, Ultimate Fish Blend has the complete profile of omegas needed, 

along with the advanced absorption mechanism of bioactive proteins and interactive 

electrolytes. This combined power of proper oils, minerals and delivery mechanism may 

help the brain tissue and body to absorb the oil effortlessly for maximum health benefit. 

Ultimate Fish Blend is designed to provide lubrication to the joints and finer capillaries for 

optimal delivery of nutrients.* 
 



 

FERMENTED GREENS, PROBIOTIC SPORES, LIVE ACTIVE PROTEINS 
 
Unlike traditional fish oils that are flooding the market, Ultimate Fish Blend is a live, 
electromagnetic organism designed to interact precisely with your body’s chemistry. It is fish oil 
in a form that is easily absorbed. It is balanced oil configured with just the right ratio of 
interactive electrolytes and fermented, live active-proteins that the body needs to efficiently 
absorb the oils. Taking a regular fish oil loaded with high amounts of EPA or DHA, which has no 
impact on the body’s electrical system, does not make sense. In the long run, this can cause 
congestion and other adverse effects. For a nutrient to be effective, it must be absorbed 
properly. 

A FISH OIL LIKE NO OTHER 

Ultimate Fish Blend offers you a high level of conductivity and bioavailability that will allow your 
system to absorb the rich diversity of oils we provide. 

Our formula is designed to provide lubrication to the joints and finer capillaries for optimal 
blood delivery of nutrients. 

You will achieve the healthy benefits of a true OMEGA BALANCE.* 

 

ULTIMATE FISH BLEND 
Provides you with both the proper ratio and the necessary availability system for ultimate 
wellness. 
 



THE SCIENCE OF SUPPLEMENT ABSORPTION 
 
For the body to recognize and utilize a supplement or nutrient, it needs to be able to absorb and 
process the incoming nutrient or stimuli. 
    

THE BODY, ELECTROMAGNETISM AND OIL 
 
The body is, fundamentally, an electromagnetic organism; therefore, good health relies on 
proper electrical conductivity, or circulation. Poor circulation or conductivity in any part of the 
body will result in congestion or illness. In cases of cancer, diabetes, erectile dysfunction, 
arthritis, menstrual cramps, and autism: there is a circulatory or electrical problem at the 
source. Strong, vital circulation is balance between hot and cold, tight and loose, heavy and light. 
These different relationships are governed by the electrical flow, the minerals, and the nutrients 
that exchange and interact throughout the body and its surrounding atmosphere. For the 
human body to be at its healthiest, it must have clear and open pathways between what it 
absorbs or takes in and what it processes and eliminates. 

 

CLOGGING THE PIPES 
 
Failure to understand this dynamic will result in more congestion and poor circulation. The body 
can only utilize what it knows. A simple example would be going on a detox regimen to clean out 
the liver. This may appear to create a benefit for a short period of time; however, the very reason 
the liver is compromised is because its minerals, amino acids, and enzymes are depleted. 
Detoxing without understanding how to re-mineralize the body properly will often strip away 
more of the needed remaining minerals from the liver. This process never allows the liver to 
regain its proper strength. 

Another grievous error is isolating one compound, thinking that overdosing with the single 
compound or multiple single compounds will bring the body back to health. We have seen this 
with many “Super Hero” ingredients, vitamins, or minerals that become “THE ONE YOU NEED.” 
In truth, a nutrient is deficient in your body because the entire system is not functioning 
properly. Utilizing one or multiple single compounds is addressing the EFFECT rather than the 
CAUSE of the problem. Ultimate Fish Blend and all products from Bioscience International are 
carefully created with a deep understanding of this dynamic. We are working with an 
understanding of what causes proper health while NOT trying to cure or push out a disease. 
Diseases exist because the body’s terrain and circulation allow them to stay there. Pathogens 
and viruses will be drawn to a body based on the body’s electromagnetic weaknesses as either a 



host or deterrent for that organism. If you truly desire to bring your body to its optimal state, 
the electrical connection has to be addressed. 

 

ULTIMATE FISH MAY BE BENEFICIAL FOR: 
 
• Healing overall liver and brain connections* 
• Restoring proper levels of estrogen, testosterone, minerals, liver enzymes, 
   and Vitamins D, K, C, and B* 
• Maintaining memory levels at certain parts of the day* 
• Thinning of thicker, viscous blood* 
• Supporting weight loss or stuck metabolisms* 
• Acquiring the daily-recommended levels of healthy fats. * 
• Activating joint tissues to properly lubricate & repair the joints* 
• Fighting chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, and arthritis* 
• Alleviating ADHD, Alzheimer’s, and dementia* 
• Promoting muscle building and athletic rejuvenation* 
• Helping chronic digestive disorders* 
• Eliminating insomnia and sleep irregularities* 

 

MISTAKES IN FISH OIL SCIENCE 
 
Fish oils have become extremely popular and can be highly beneficial for your health because of 
their dense and rich minerals, fats, and amino acids. An important fact, however, is completely 
overlooked: OILS ARE A CONDUCTOR. They conduct heat and electricity. They act as conduits 
for minerals and nutrients, encapsulate them, and can use the body’s heat to create electrical 
connections through their INSULATING NATURE. 

 
DIFFERENT OILS FUNCTION LIKE DIFFERENT UNIVERSES IN THE BODY 
 
Supplementing with more oil or high amounts of DHA and EPA does not guarantee health or 
healing. It is not how much of an oil or the amount of one isolated compound, but the form the 
oil is in and its bioavailability. 



TAKING FISH OIL WITHOUT THE PROPER MINERALS AND ACTIVE CONSTITUENTS IS LIKE 
TRYING TO LIGHT A FIRE WITHOUT A SPARK. 

Oil that enters a body that is already depleted in heat and vitality and lacks the proper minerals 
for the body to use as conductors can be trouble. After a prolonged period of time, the oil may 
lay rancid in the tissue because the body does not have the minerals or conductivity to heat it up 
and break it down. It may be useful for a short period of time, providing the body with a boost of 
dense nutrients. After a while, the oil will backfire and begin to cause stagnation and congestion. 

 

 
 
 

ULTIMATE FISH BLEND WORKS ON A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT LEVEL: 
 
We use precise combinations of oils for different health building effects: Shark liver oil 
(squalene) is known for its extraordinary deep healing and regeneration qualities. Sharks are 
known for their powerful electromagnetic senses and powerful liver-healing 
abilities. Astaxanthin is an antioxidant, blood builder, and anti-inflammatory. Salmon oil is an 
antioxidant that is high in vitamins A, D, E and many other nutrients.  
 
Within these oils we’ve also synthesized live interactive fermented minerals and probiotic 
spores. These minerals and probiotics are activated within your body and delivered by the oils to 
the areas where the body utilizes their electrical charge. Not only does Ultimate Fish Blend 
deliver the proper levels of EPA and DHA in the exact electromagnetic form needed, it also 
provides a unique blend of oils to cover different aspects of the body’s chemical regenerating 
needs. In this way, we can assure you that you are getting the best-quality supplement for your 
wellness needs.* 



EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF A HEALTHY BRAIN 

      

ADVANTAGES 
 Oil delivery for optimal absorption, targeting restoration of brain communication.* 
 Designed to assist in balance of brain mineralization function.* 
 Designed to restore nervous system balance.* 

A healthy functioning brain is electrically balanced. When brain electrical signaling 

pathways are clear and open in connection to your liver’s messaging system, the brain and 

body are in their optimal functioning condition. Strong and healthy signaling pathways 

help your body and brain run more efficiently, with less stress, to produce sharp, alert and 

calm function.* 

Brain Power’s interactive electrolytes, oils and herbs may clean and activate blocked 

pathways between the brain and liver to create an optimal condition for the body to 

receive what it needs for repair.* 
 



 
 

AN ELECTROMAGNETIC APPROACH TO BRAIN HEALTH 
 
Brain Power is designed to invite the cells to react to the incoming nutrients in a way that is 
most efficient for the nerve impulses inside the brain tissue.* 

This process can enliven the brain matrix to give the body its reciprocal constituents for 
repairing the brain synapses. It may also boost the function of the synaptic connections.* 

Brain Power can improve the body’s ability to understand the brain’s signaling complex patterns 
better.* 

Brain Power does not use the body’s reserves to call upon the old deep tissue patterning for 
repair underneath the layers inside the bones, where the mineral complexes lie. Instead, it 
promotes repair from the nerve impulses by sending back the information from the minerals 
involved in the electrical activity caused by the supplement.* 

 

ORGANIZATION OF MINERAL FORMATIONS 
 
You will be taking something that allows your body to use its mineral complex supply differently 
and more efficiently. Consistent doses of Brain Power are needed in order to re-train the body 
to use the electrical activity properly to not rob your bones and minerals from deeper layers of 
tissues around the bones.* 
 
 
 



 

BLOOD AND BODY HEALTH 

The blood can be enhanced by the electrical 
activity. Eventually, the improvement will begin to 
repair the body in different ways. This is due to the 
reordering of the signaling of electrical pathways 
that provide the exact amount of necessary 
nutrients and minerals. These nutrients are sent 
out to different parts of the body matrix that 
control how the body reads what it needs for repairs. This action causes the brain activity to 
reevaluate itself, and become more efficient at knowing what it needs. Your body will better 
utilize individual mineral complexes, ensuring they are received in each part of the brain and the 
nerves’ electrical signaling pathways.* 

 

BRAIN POWER STANDS ALONE 
 
You cannot get these benefits from any other supplement because they are not designed to 
integrate the communication between the liver and the brain. The liver will take the 
supplements in, but will not perfect the signaling of the electrical pathways in the nerve 
impulses, nor will it improve the blood’s electromagnetic system that relates to these electrical 
pathways. With Brain Power, the nerve tissue may also change and reform itself when taken in 
sequence with the liver enhancement formulas.* 

 

Brain Power May Be Beneficial For: 
 
•Promoting calm, alert, and focused states* 
•Balancing electrical brain signals* 
•Supporting mood and memory* 
•Combating dementia, ADHD, and Alzheimer’s* 
•Easing addictive patterns* 
•Preventing stress and “burn out”* 
•Balancing Adrenal Fatigue and Fibromyalgia* 
•Alleviating sleep disorders* 
•Repairing the nervous system* 

 



Professional Testimonials 

Many benefits. 

Stephen R. Bochner, M.D. – Los Angeles, CA 
“Since I began taking Immune Force, along with the liver strength, brain power and fish oil supplements I have 

experienced a significant expansion in both my physical and energetic capacities. My energy level is markedly 

increased and the joint inflammation that I had typically experienced following workouts has been completely 

alleviated, resulting in greater flexibility and heightened endurance. My general health has been enhanced and I 

develop fewer colds, despite significant air travel. Most importantly, my sleep patterns have changed dramatically. I 

had struggled to develop a regular cycle of restful sleep for many years and I am now experiencing uninterrupted 

sleep and awakening in a more relaxed state. 

 

Powerful Healing 

Kenneth Self, R.N. – Los Angeles, CA 
“I had a wound on the side of my head that has not healed in over three years. It would just scab over and nothing 

more. Since I have started to take Immune Force, it has shrunk and now the scar is completely gone. I work in a 

hospital and am exposed to many diseases. I've noticed a greater ability to resist these diseases and an overall 

increase in feeling healthy.” 

 

Energy Booster 

Marlyn Cheng, M.D – Los Angeles, CA 
My work entails vigilance and focus. After a long stressful day, I find myself feeling physically and mentally 

drained with back and neck spasms. I started taking Immune Force and I feel strong and energized with a 

sense of clarity. I don't feel out of balance and my muscle spasms have since disappeared. 

 

 
 

No Sugar, Wheat, Yeast, Dairy, Soy, Gluten, Corn, Nuts, Shellfish, Artificial Flavors or Colors. 

 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 


